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Abstract

In the spirit of sustainability business organisations have also put the circular approach to the forefront, and are trying to conduct their activities accordingly. They are developing technological improvements, innovative products and services to reduce their environmental footprint. The importance of protecting the environment and the principles of the circular economy have become key competitiveness factors. This study presents the commitment to the circular economy approach at the level of economic organizations. The survey included the 5,000 largest enterprises based on the number of employees established in Hungary in the form of an electronic questionnaire, from which the results from 202 responding enterprises were evaluated. Our research questions focus on what clusters companies can be classified into according to the environmental orientation in accordance with the framework of a circular economy, and whether there is a correlation between the companies' belonging to each cluster and their territorial location. The main methods used to analyze the results were Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, Cronbach's alpha, cluster analysis and cross-tabulation analysis. The results show that enterprises can be divided into three clusters based on the environmental focus, and the difference between the capital and the countryside is also strongly felt. Based on the results, we can state that the nationwide analyzes show that the paradigm shift has really started in the business practice, measurably in favor of rural enterprises. Businesses have recognized that their territorial competitiveness position will be strengthened if they adopt an environmentally sound management approach.
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INTRODUCTION

The circular economy approach is not only the subject of scientific works, but also interweaves our everyday lives. In addition to the growing number of domestic and international scientific research, we also recognize the importance of protecting the environment at the community level. In addition to individual responsibility, economic organizations have also put the circular approach at the forefront, and they seek to continue and transform their activities in accordance with this. Numerous research articles have been published examining the positive correlations between the culture of sustainability...
(Schönborn et al., 2019), sustainability practices (Alshehhi et al., 2018) and the adaptation of the principles of the circular economy to corporate practice in relation with different elements of corporate performance (Rehman Khan et al., 2021; Moric et al., 2020), including financial performance (Uhrenholt et al., 2022; Fernando et al., 2022; Johl & Toha, 2021). Environmental principles have also been integrated into corporate decision-making (Bedenik et al., 2019). The concepts and solutions of sustainability, resource efficiency and zero-waste production are increasingly becoming part of our thinking, policy guidelines and corporate strategies (Kiss et al, 2019).

In the Energy 2020 document the European Union has set three targets for energy efficiency, the share of renewable energy and greenhouse gas emissions. Szép Sebestyén (2016) found that the share of renewable energy sources shows the fastest convergence. This positive trend is negatively affected by the economic crisis. Convergence is stronger in countries with poor initial energy efficiency (later entrants). The production and use of renewable energy is also essential for mitigating the well-known negative impacts of climate change which is expected to become even more important in the future (Hollósy et al, 2021a). The EU has set a target of achieving a 10% share of energy consumption produced from renewable energy sources in transport, one of the most carbon-intensive sectors, by 2020. While this ratio stood at only 1.5% in 2004, in the following years it became much closer to the target value: 7.5% in 2017, 8.3% in 2018, and 8.9% in 2019 (Kiss et al, 2021). In 2016, the share of renewable energy in electricity generation in the EU28 was nearly 30 percent, while in Hungary it was only 7 percent, the second lowest share among EU Member States. (Csizmásné Tóth, J. et al, 2018). Installing solar systems in electricity generation can reduce the use of conventional fossil fuels and reduce carbon dioxide emissions (Hollósy et al, 2021b). The conversion of animal by-products used in agricultural biogas plants into energy is also an opportunity for agriculture and rural development, which corresponds to the efforts of the European Union to diversify its energy sources in favor of renewable energy sources (Chodkowska-Miszczuk et al, 2019).

The implementation of the principles of the circular economy supports the achievement of the goals of sustainable development, therefore their application by economic actors is important, and from the researcher's perspective it is important to measure the prevalence of applications, for which purpose a wide range of circularity indicators have been developed by the researchers of this topic.

We can find a lot of good practices, but no survey has yet been conducted that shows a complete picture of the Hungarian situation. The present study examines this issue and analyzes the implementation of the environmental goals of the circular economy among enterprises, also following a territorial approach.
In section 2 of our article, in the context of the literature review, we briefly summarize the definitions of the circular economy, we discuss the framework of the circular economy, with special regard to its measurable requirements, which also forms the basis of the empirical part.

Section 3 presents the test sample and the test methods used. In Section 4 we present the results of our research, and in Section 5 we summarize them.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The current economic system is characterized by a linear approach. The extraction of raw materials from nature ensures the production of goods, some of which generate a large amount of waste after use (Neumanné & Varga-Dani, 2020; 2021). The goal of the circular economy is to change this linear system. The implementation of the principles of the circular economy supports the achievement of the goals of sustainable development (Briem et al., 2019), therefore their application by economic actors is important.

The topic of the circular economy has also become increasingly integrated into scientific thinking and corporate strategies (Lengyel et al., 2021; Fianko et al., 2021). It is a very common topic in the scientific literature, and as a result, we can find a variety of definitions, from which a lack of uniformity derives. Kirchherr et al. (2017) revised 114 definitions of the circular economy, dividing them into 17 dimensions. By definition, the circular economy is an economic system that replaces the concept of end of life (the linear economy) with the reduction, alternative reuse, recycling and recovery of materials in production / distribution and consumption processes. The circular economy operates at the micro level (products, companies, consumers), at the meso level (eco-industrial parks) and at the macro level (city, region, nation and beyond), with the aim of supporting the goals of sustainable development while respecting the quality of the environment, economic prosperity and social equality for the benefit of present and future generations.

Lindgreen et al. (2020) identify companies as key players in the transition to circular economy, where the essence of implementing circular economy strategies is to reduce resource use and associated impacts while increasing economic competitiveness and having a positive social impact. Circular business models can lead to reduced dependence on natural resources (Barbaritano et al., 2019). More efficient resource allocation and use are expected to increase a company’s overall competitiveness as well as improve social welfare, reduce environmental damage and economic inequalities (Lu et al., 2008; McGregor & Pouw, 2017). Companies can turn waste streams into profitable ones (Engel et al., 2016), and the cost-reducing effect of an overall increase in material reuse can have a competitiveness-enhancing
effect due to reduced raw material use and less exposure to the effects of price fluctuations (Rizos et al., 2015). In addition to new job opportunities, circular business models can also lead to technological and organizational innovation, thereby improving the overall well-being of society (Sariatli, 2017).

The paradigm of the circular economy introduces a new perspective to economic life where economic growth is decoupled from resource use and pollutant emissions, as end-of-life materials and products are seen as resources rather than waste. The essence of the concept is to close material loops, to reduce the need for raw materials and the need for waste management (Elia et al., 2016). The recycling system can lead to significant improvements in material use efficiency and can be profitable for manufacturers (MacArthur, 2013). The narrower the circle, i.e. the less a product needs to be changed during reuse, refurbishment and remanufacturing, the faster it returns to use, the greater the potential savings. This also applies to materials incorporated into the products, labor, energy and capital, as well as related externalities (greenhouse gas emissions, water, toxicity) (MacArthur, 2013). The framework of a circular economy is described by Elia et al. (2016) (Fig. 1.).

**Figure 1** The circular economy framework

Source: adopted from Elia et al., 2016
In the middle of Fig. 1, there are five main phases of the circular economy paradigm: material input, design, production delivery, consumption, and finally end-of-life resource management, which provides the input to the first phase. These phases represent the processes whose performance measurement is essential to judge the circularity of a system.

Four categories of actions have been identified in the framework on the right-hand side of the figure (MacArthur, 2013; Philp & Winickoff, 2018; Elia et al., 2016; Janik & Ryszko, 2019; Franco-García, 2019):

(1) Circular product design and production: this category covers a wide range of activities, from eco-friendly design to promote the re-use, refurbishment and recycling of products to the design of products and processes containing less dangerous substances.

(2) Business models: the diffusion of new business models, such as product service systems that replace product ownership, or collaborative consumption tools, which are based on a wider spread of channels between consumers.

(3) Cascade / reverse skills: refers to the ability to build reverse or cascading circles. Measures to support closed-loop cycles may include e.g. the use of innovative technologies in recycling or the cascading use of materials and the support of secondary markets.

- The “power of cascading use” refers to the diversification of reuse through the value chain. For example, the cotton clothing used as a second-hand article in clothing, which would then be transferred to the furniture industry as a fiber insert for upholstery, and the fiber insert would later be reused in construction industry as rock wool insulation.

- Reverse circles: in general, closed loops consist of two supply chains (Wells & Seitz, 2005): a forward chain and an inverted chain, where the recovered product re-enters the traditional forward chain (Antikainen & Valkokari, 2016). This requires cost-effective, high-quality collection, transport and handling systems, as without them, materials will continue to leak out of the system, so building capacity and infrastructure to close the loops is critical. Reverse cycles are not limited to one industry, they are also “cascading” in different industries (MacArthur, 2013).

(4) Cross-cycle and cross-sector collaboration: measures focusing on building collaborations through the new value chain, even involving new actors, preventing by-
products from becoming waste through effective industrial symbiosis. A circular economy would shift the economic balance away from energy-intensive materials and primary extraction. Reverse-cycle activities are emerging as a new sector for the reuse, recovery, remanufacturing and recycling of materials (MacArthur, 2013).

The requirements to be measured on the left side of Figure 1 will provide the basis for our empirical research. There are several frameworks and indicator systems for measuring the circular economy in the literature. Kozma et al. (2021) notes that the most comprehensive analyzes for mapping circular economy indicators were performed and described by Elia et al. (2016), Parchomenko et al. (2019) and Saidani et al. (2019). Saidani et al. (2019) identified 55 sets of indicators, based on which a taxonomy of circular economy indicators has been developed in 10 categories. Parchomenko et al. (2019) provides a structured picture of metrics for measuring the circular economy. The authors conducted a structured analysis of 63 metrics and 24 relevant characteristics such as recycling efficiency, longevity, and stock availability. The analysis identified three main clusters of metrics:

1. the resource efficiency cluster,
2. a cluster of material stocks and flows,
3. and the product-centric cluster.

It is noted that the most common aspects focus on waste disposal, primary and secondary use of resources, resource efficiency/productivity, and recycling efficiency.

Among the requirements to be measured (left side of Figure 1), the 5 factors we will use later will be described in detail. These are mentioned and suggested for use by many authors in their works (Elia et al., 2016; Philp & Winickoff, 2018; Janik & Ryszko, 2019; Kristensen, & Mosgaard, 2020; Kwarteng et al., 2021; Kravchenko et al., 2020; Mancini & Raggi, 2021; Moraga et al., 2019).

1. Reducing input and use of natural resources: The main goal is to reduce the erosion of the natural ecosystem caused by current linear models by creating higher value from less used resources. The direct consequence of this is a more efficient conservation of natural resources through the efficient use of raw materials, water and energy.
2. Reducing emission levels: Applies to direct and indirect emissions.
3. Reducing valuable materials losses: Implementing closed-loop models for the recovery and recycling of products and materials. Through reverse flow, it
prevents waste generation, minimizes incineration and landfill, and reduces energy and material losses.

(4) Increasing the share of renewable and recyclable resources: thereby reducing emissions.

(5) Increasing the value of durability of products: This objective can be achieved by extending the life of products and by introducing new business models based on use-oriented services that replace the product ownership already mentioned above. In addition, it is possible to achieve this with a significant recycling of materials and the reuse of finished products as components.

Finally, at the bottom of the figure, three main areas of intervention of the paradigm are outlined: the micro level (the level of individual companies, products, customers), the meso level (i.e., eco-industrial parks), and the macro level (cities, nations) (Ghisellini et al., 2016).

In our present research, we examine the 5 measurable requirements mentioned above at the company level.

DATA AND METHODS

The research aims to examine the appearance of the theory of the circular economy in practice and its extent. The authors hypothesize that larger enterprises are those where the environmental approach appears in a measurable way. This is due to the fact that these companies also form a significant proportion of environmental strategies, the implementation of which they seek to implement through a variety of environmental management tools.

The authors defined as the basic population of the research the 5,000 largest companies with headquarter or site in Hungary, based on the number of employees. The answers to the research questions are based on the analysis of the results of a primary questionnaire sent out electronically. A total of 4,606 questionnaires were received by companies, of which 202 were returned. In terms of size, almost 70% of enterprises have between 50 and 250 employees and 30% have more than 250 employees. The largest responding company has more than 37,000 employees. 22% of the questionnaires came back from companies located in the capital (Budapest). Nearly 40% of the responding enterprises operate in the manufacturing industry, with a very diverse range of main activities. Several companies operate in the field of metalworking and the production of metal structures, as well as in the production of vehicles and vehicle engine parts. In terms of annual net sales, the variance
between companies is very large. All this shows that the sample on which the analyses are based covers a wide range of businesses of different types and sizes.

The research was based on several groups of questions. Companies were asked to rate their environmental performance on a 6-level Likert scale. The authors used the Spearman rank correlation coefficient to measure the closeness of the relationships between the responses and to check their significance level.

Questionnaire testing was performed by the authors with the Cronbach’s alpha index, which is the average of the correlation coefficients between items. Based on the values obtained for the indicator, it can be concluded that the statements in the questionnaire really measure what the authors were interested in during the research.

Subsequently, the examined companies were grouped by performing a cluster analysis. The advantage of cluster analysis is that similar observation units are grouped together (Molnár, 2015). This not only allows us to conduct further research using cluster variables, but also provides interesting and illustrative (with a graphical representation of each cluster) information about the proportion of surveyed companies in each cluster. In the course of the analysis, the validity of the cluster analysis was also checked in each case. Based on the significance level of the F-statistics, it can be determined whether the centers of the created clusters differ significantly from each other. It is also necessary to examine the correlation coefficients before performing the cluster analysis, as in case of correlation coefficients higher than 0.9 the strongly correlated variables may play a larger role in the analysis.

To prove the existence of a relationship between the individual cluster variables and the territorial location (Budapest headquarters - rural headquarters), we used the method of widespread cross-tabulation analysis. The method shows how the enterprises located in Budapest and the countryside are distributed within the clusters formed on the basis of an environmental goal and whether there is a significant correlation between the cluster variables and the regional variables. The method examines the relationship between two or more variables in the form of percentage distributions. The significance level of the chi-square statistics and the adjusted standardized residuals were also examined during the cross-tabulation analysis, based on which it can be determined whether there is a significant relationship between the individual clusters and the geographical location of companies.
RESULTS

When completing the questionnaire, companies had to rank their answers on a Likert scale from 1 to 6, in terms of the extent to which their company achieves the following environmental goals:

- Reducing input and use of natural resources;
- Increasing share of renewable and recyclable resources;
- Reducing emission levels;
- Reducing valuable materials losses;
- Increasing the value durability of products.

These issues are the measurable requirements of the circular economy framework already described in the literature section.

The reliability of the questionnaire was examined with the Cronbach's alpha index, the values of which are given in the following table (Tab. 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing input and use of natural resources</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing share of renewable and recyclable resources</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing emission levels</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing valuable materials losses</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing the value durability of products</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own research

The value of Cronbach’s alpha can be between 0 and 1. Scales with an alpha of at least 0.7 can be considered reliable and stable, but at the same time a very high alpha value of 0.9 can also indicate redundancy. (Takács & Kárász, 2015; Gliem, & Gliem, 2003).

The value of Cronbach’s alpha in our case is 0.8, which indicates good internal consistency of the items in the scale.

The Alpha values in the second half of the table show what would happen if that variable were removed. We can see that the value of Alpha would decrease in each case (if the value would be higher for one of the variables, the stability would increase if that variable was omitted).

The frequency of answers to each question is shown in Fig. 2.
We found significant differences in the ranking of each issue, suggesting that perceptions of the environmental objectives are quite different. Based on the bar charts in Figure 2, our first conclusion was that a certain proportion of companies do not consider the degree of achievement of the environmental goals given in the questionnaire to be high.

In the answers given to each question, the values of 5 occur in the highest proportion (on a scale of 6). There are two exceptions to this:

- the use of renewable and recyclable resources, in case of which the ranking 2 being the most common.
- the other goal, which has a slightly lower value, is the reduction of the acquisition and use of natural resources (ranking mode: 4).

For the other goals given, businesses ranked 5 most often. However, it is striking that a smaller proportion of firms rated these elements of the circular economy as being their primary goal. In the total sample, there were only five companies that rated each of the environmental objectives at the highest level (6), all of which are operating in the manufacturing industry, and there is a big difference between them in terms of headcount and sales revenue (difference in turnover is more than HUF 11 billion ~ EUR 29.3 million and the
difference in headcount of almost 400 people). However, there was only one company in the sample, operating in the construction industry, which does not perceive any of the stated environmental goals among the strongly prevailing goals. Based on all this, it cannot be concluded that the responding companies are oriented towards a circular economy or not based on their environmental practices. Based on the responses, the authors of this article used two assumptions:

- Businesses do not place the same emphasis on each circular economic goal, yet well-identifiable groups with similar attitudes can be defined.
- There is a difference in the affiliation to each group between enterprises located in the capital and in the countryside.

To support the first assumption, we chose to use the method of cluster analysis. Before performing the cluster analysis, we examined Spearman's rank correlation coefficients, during which we did not find any strongly correlating variables that could have biased the result of the cluster analysis. The magnitudes of the coefficients ranged from 0.332 to 0.595, showing a moderate to weak positive relationship at the 1% significance level.

Based on the cluster analysis, the authors' assumptions were confirmed, as three clusters were clearly identified among the enterprises. The clusters were formed with standardized variables, the expected value of which is zero and the variance is 1, so the individual clusters can be characterized by the relative differences. Based on the cluster analysis, companies with similar environmental goals were included in the same cluster.

Table 2 - Cluster centers for clusters based on the achievement of environmental objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 – environmentally goal-oriented</th>
<th>2 – resource-oriented</th>
<th>3 – non-environmentally goal-oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reducing input and use of natural resources</td>
<td>0,53207</td>
<td>0,30135</td>
<td>-1,02910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing share of renewable and recyclable resources</td>
<td>0,50962</td>
<td>0,23983</td>
<td>-0,90195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing emission levels</td>
<td>0,72787</td>
<td>-0,07794</td>
<td>-0,91154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing valuable materials losses</td>
<td>0,73781</td>
<td>-0,08443</td>
<td>-0,89072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing the value durability of products</td>
<td>0,83180</td>
<td>-0,38196</td>
<td>-0,75410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own research

Based on the general environmental objectives, three significantly different clusters were formed (the significance level of the F test was 0 for all three clusters):

In the first cluster, which was named environmentally goal-oriented, each of the examined environmental goals appears strongly, which is shown by the positive values in the table. These enterprises are committed to the practical application of the circular economy approach and can be considered at the forefront of other enterprises.
The second cluster can be called resource-oriented, as for the companies belonging to this group the reduction of the acquisition and use of natural resources and the use of renewable and recyclable resources appear as important goals (positive values in the table), the other goals have negative values, their appearance is lower compared to other companies in the sample. In this group, the emphasis on environmental aspects can already be felt, but the economic organizations belonging to this cluster mostly determine their environmental goals based on the resource approach, so they can be considered progressive among other companies.

In the third cluster, called non-environmentally goal-oriented, each goal appears with a negative value, so they gave each goal a lower value on a scale of 1 to 6 than the other companies in the sample in general. These companies have not yet put the environmental approach into practice, as none of the environmental targets received a high ranking when completing the questionnaires. Based on the analyses, they can be considered lagging behind the previous two groups.

Figure 3 Number and distribution of enterprises belonging to clusters based on general environmental objectives. Source: Own editing

A total of 39% of the responding companies belong to the (1) environmentally goal-oriented cluster, i.e. most companies are included here. Their characteristic is that each of the environmental goals plays an important role on a practical level, so they have already transposed the circular economy approach into their activities. Nearly half of the group's businesses are involved in the manufacturing industry, which is not surprising given the over-representation of this sector. However, several businesses operate in transportation, warehousing, trade, vehicle repair, water supply, waste water collection and treatment, waste management and decontamination sectors. In terms of turnover, there is a big difference between companies. There is a difference of almost HUF 205 billion between the largest and the smallest sales revenue (~ EUR 54.7 million). In the case of the number of employees we...
find a similar difference, the range here is 37 thousand people. All this means that the companies with the highest turnover and the largest number of employees fall into this category, but there are also a number of companies that are much smaller among the pioneers.

In the group called (2) resource-oriented, we find 31% of the enterprises included in the sample. These companies have identified the reduction in the acquisition and use of natural resources and the use of renewable and recyclable resources as a priority for the business, the other environmental goals not yet being emphasized. The proportion of enterprises operating in the manufacturing industry is also high in this group (35%), but it is already lower than in the case of the pioneers. Companies in sectors that use mainly natural resources, such as agriculture, forestry and fishing, were included in this group in a larger number. In addition, as in the case of the pioneers, in this cluster we can find companies involved in the water supply, wastewater collection and treatment, waste management and decontamination sectors. The range of sales revenues in this group is HUF 117 billion ~ EUR 312 million, which is less than in the case of group 1 and similarly the differences in the number of employees is much smaller (10 thousand people). All this means that this group has a more homogeneous composition and, it appears that smaller enterprises have been included in this group.

In the non-environmentally goal-oriented sector (3), the share of enterprises operating in the manufacturing industry is even lower (32%), and in addition to transport and storage, water supply, wastewater collection and treatment, waste management and decontamination, a larger number of companies performing administrative and service support activities are also appearing. The range of sales revenue realized in the business year is the highest in this group (HUF 342 billion ~ EUR 912 million), and the range of headcount is the same as in the first group (37 thousand people).

Based on the above, it cannot be stated unequivocally that a large enterprise (in terms of turnover, number of employees) clearly belongs to the environmentally goal-oriented cluster. The characterization of the clusters reveals that there are several such companies in the lagging group.

The authors hypothesized that - as in most spatial analyzes in general-, the majority of enterprises based in the capital belong to the cluster of environmentally goal-oriented, frontline pioneers. However, the results did not confirm this assumption, as the largest proportion of companies with headquarters in the capital city (43.18%) belong to the second, resource-oriented group. In contrast, almost half of the enterprises with headquarters outside the capital (43.59%) can be included among the pioneers in the group of environmentally goal-oriented cluster (Fig. 4).
After the cluster analysis, the method of cross-tabulation analysis was applied to examine whether there is a relationship between belonging to environmentally goal-oriented clusters and the capital or rural location. The adjusted standardized residuals of the cross-tabulation analysis show a correlation between the Budapest-based enterprises and the resource-oriented cluster, and between the rural-based enterprises and the cluster called the environmentally goal-oriented cluster. A value of +2 or above for the adjusted standardized residual proves the existence of a significant relationship, and for values below -2 or below, there is certainly no correlation between the two variables. Based on this, we can state the opposite of the previous statement that there is certainly no correlation between the Budapest-based enterprises and the environmentally goal-oriented cluster or between the rural-based enterprises and the resource-oriented cluster. In the cross-tabulation, the correlations are highlighted in green and the absence of correlations is highlighted in red.

**Table 3 - Distribution of companies included in different environmental orientation clusters in relation to those based in Budapest and the countryside.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 - environmentally goal-oriented</th>
<th>2 - resource-oriented</th>
<th>3 - non-environmentally goal-oriented</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Budapest</td>
<td>Companies (pcs)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% distribution</td>
<td>25,00%</td>
<td>43,18%</td>
<td>31,82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjusted standardized residual</td>
<td>-2,2</td>
<td>2,0</td>
<td>0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countryside</td>
<td>Companies (pcs)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% distribution</td>
<td>43,59%</td>
<td>27,56%</td>
<td>28,85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjusted standardized residual</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>2,0</td>
<td>-0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Companies (pcs)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% of Total</td>
<td>39,50%</td>
<td>31,00%</td>
<td>29,50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own research
At the same time, it cannot be statistically proven that the capital-countryside relationship determines which company belongs to which group. We base this finding on the following:

According to the significance rule, if the significance level ($p < 0.05$) of Pearson's $\chi^2$ (chi-square) statistic, we can reject the null hypothesis that there is no correlation between the two variables. In the present research, the significance level of the $\chi^2$ (chi-square) statistic in the cross-tabulation study is 0.55. Cramer's “$V$” showed a low value (0.17) with a significance level of 0.55, i.e., the first type of error, although slightly above 5% ($p = 5.5\%$).

**CONCLUSION**

Looking at the results, we can see that the practical application of the principles of the circular economy prevails in the case of the enterprises included in the survey. However, the questionnaire survey did not reveal the extent to which they are characteristic and which divisions are affected. It is also questionable whether this practical activity stems from the company's environmental strategy, or whether the importance of operational efficiency and the company's external judgment directs companies towards the application of environmental aspects.

Based on the responses given to the environmental questions, it appears that companies view these issues in a coherent manner, as the calculated rank correlation coefficients generally showed moderately strong (in some cases weak) and positive correlations with reliable significance values.

As a result of our research, we classified the responding enterprises into three clusters based on the application of the principles of the circular economy. The (1) environmentally goal-oriented cluster (pioneers) is the most environmentally conscious and all of the objectives of the circular economy are present. The greatest improvements are in the durability of the products, the reduction of material loss and the reduction of pollutant emissions. In the (2) resource-oriented cluster (progressives), the resource-related objectives prevail: reducing the acquisition and use of natural resources and increasing the use of renewable/recyclable resources. In the (3) non-environmentally goal-oriented cluster (laggards), none of the five goals of the circular economy prevails.

Based on the net sales realized in the business year and the average number of employees, as indicators characterizing the size of the company, the largest enterprises were mostly classified as (1) “pioneers” or (3) “laggards”. The authors intend to investigate the reasons for the inclusion of large enterprises in cluster 3 in the framework of further research.
Nearly 50% of companies in the manufacturing industry belong to the first group, which clearly indicates the environmentally oriented strategy of these companies. This is mainly due to the fact that the activities of companies operating in the manufacturing industry are closely linked to and have an impact on the natural environment.

Based on the results of the questionnaire survey, the companies with a rural headquarters are the ones that can be classified in a higher proportion in the group of “pioneers” (1). It is likely that these businesses have realized that their territorial competitiveness position will be strengthened if they carry out environmental management. Although it should be noted that these studies were not statistically verifiable in all cases. In this case, according to the authors, by increasing the number of companies included in the research, a more reliable result is expected.
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